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THE LOTUS IMPACT
EMPOWERING INDIVIDUALS FOR SUCCESS.

READY TO EMBARK ON YOUR EDUCATIONAL
SUCCESS WITH BLUE LOTUS COLLEGE?

B

LUE LOTUS COLLEGE (BLC) is an Australian private
training organisation delivering a range of vocational
courses to Australian and international students in
Melbourne. We pride ourselves in being able to facilitate
students with excellent teaching and learning
environments, modern technologies, resource library
and career counselling.
Here at Blue Lotus College, we are committed to engage,
support and inspire our students to achieve their lifelong
academic and career goals through our accredited
courses. Our facilities provide a safe and hi-tech
environment where our teachers and staff work hard for
the development of highly motivated and work-ready
graduates.

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

It is my utmost pleasure to welcome you all to The Lotus Impact, our

quarterly newsletter. Holding the interests of our subscribers, students
and partners in mind, The Lotus Impact will compile updates and
joyful moments of the past three months and keep you updated on all
fronts of Blue Lotus College.

RAJESH ACHARYA
FOUNDER & CEO

To start, I’d like to proudly announce the commencement of our new
laboratory for upcoming health courses in BLC. We are waiting for the
decision of ASQA for the approval of our health courses.

And finally, I hope this newsletter provides you with insights into what’s going on within Blue
Lotus College, our trainers and alumni, and a bit of joyous entertainment sent to us by our
students.
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WHAT’S NEW?
WE FINISHED BUILDING A NEW LABORATORY FOR OUR
UPCOMING HEALTH CARE COURSES.

BLC WENT OVERSEAS TO COUNTRIES WHERE
OUR STUDENTS LARGELY COME FROM.

BLC GOES TO NEPAL

BLC GOES TO THE PHILIPPINES

OUR ALUMNI

It was my dream to own and manage my own
restaurant. But how can I manage my restaurant
if I don’t even know how to cook and how food
business works?
Thats the reason why I took cookery course at Blue
Lotus College. With there help I able to learn a-lot
of things about cooking and how food business
runs.
With the knowledge I gain from the college, It gets
me closer in making my dream into reality.

Well, I could define myself today as this plat-

form has given lots of opportunities for interaction
and provided me practical exposure to make it
better with the help of amazing coordination between my teacher.
Blue lotus College has a friendly team which
makes the surrounding quite interactive and
brings up the coordination among students.
Proud to be studying at Blue Lotus College.

- NIEL MARK RIVERA

- ANAL KANSAKAR

STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

“I

am studying for an advanced diploma of leadership and management in this college. Overall
I am having a very good experience here. The management teams are very good and supportive. This college is helping in my personal growth. Specially, I would like to thank our class
teacher Mr. Suresh Shrestha, who is very understanding and supportive to all the students. I
highly recommend you to come and join this college.

YAMUNA PUN

“

I am from Nepal and recently I am the student of 'BLUE LOTUS COLLEGE'. As far as I know, it's

one of the best colleges in MELBOURNE. I really love studying at 'BLC'. The college admins and
teachers are very supportive and helpful. Whenever we have some problems while studying,
they care about every student and are always keen to support us. I feel so proud to be part of
VISHA SHRESTHA
BLUE LOTUS COLLEGE.

“
MANMEET KAUR

I'm from India and I love studying at BLUE LOTUS COLLEGE in Melbourne. BLC is one of the

greatest colleges. The teacher and other staff are very helpful and friendly. I got to learn a lot of
skills in the General English course. They always care about how the students are doing during
the course and they always supported me during this COVID time. I am proud to be the part of
BLUE LOTUS COLLEGE.

MEET OUR TRAINERS
ASHISH PANDEY - Advanced Dip. of Leadership and Management

I work in Blue Lotus College as a Business trainer. As a trainer, I want to use my
skill, education and professional experience to help students to obtain the skills
and knowledge and feel supported thought out their Journey in BLC.

ASHISH
PANDEY

My Background- I grew up in Delhi (India) came to Australia in 1999 as an international student. As far as my education is concerned, I have my bachelors in
Business Management from RMIIT University. I have a rich experience in Leadership and Management as I worked in various managerial role over last 18 years
from Team leader to operational manager.

What I do I like about working in BLC- I have been working with BLC from last 3
months and it has been an amazing journey. What I love about my job is the people I work with and
the freedom of creating the way of working.

SHYAM PRASAD TIMILSINA - Advanced Dip. of IT

Shyam is a trainer and assessor for the Advanced Diploma of Information

Technology qualification at Blue Lotus College. Shyam has over 10 years of experience across IT, Telecommunications, and vocational education sectors.
He started his career as a Teaching Assistant with Tribhuvan University in
Nepal. He has experience working with different sectors in various roles including teaching assistant, software developer, telecommunication site engineer,
IT manager, IT coordinator, and trainer and assessor. He has been involved in
training and assessing for Certificate IV in IT, Diploma of IT, Diploma of Telecommunication, Advanced Diploma of IT, Advanced Diploma of Telecommunications, Bachelor of Computer Engineering, and Bachelor of Electronics and
Communication Engineering.

SHYAM PRASAD
TIMILSINA

He has been involved in various quality reviews and quality control processes in RTOs to ensure that
training met all compliance requirements. Shyam holds a Master of Science (Network System) from
Swinburne University, a Bachelor of Electronic and Communication Engineering from Tribhuvan University, and a Certificate IV in training and assessment.

HADI MAGHSOUD - ELICOS Instructor

I am currently a head teacher and I have sixteen years of experience in

HADI
MAGHSOUD

teaching English. Through my teaching experience and academic studies
(BA, MA, and PhD), along with a passion for improving my teaching knowledge and practice, I have developed pedagogic, classroom management,
and material and curriculum development skills. In addition, owing to the
testing knowledge I gained through university courses, I have advised students on learning obstacles and preparation for high-stakes tests.

What fascinates me about the English classroom is that it presents valuable
opportunities to meet and interact with people from different cultures,
backgrounds, and walks of life. In fact, while performing as a facilitator of learning English, I learn
from and about students.
Moreover, alongside reading, listening, speaking, and writing abilities, the classroom context helps
learners foster transferrable skills such as collaboration, creativity, leadership, autonomy, problem solving, and adaptability, which are essential in the modern age.

FUN WHILE LEARNING

Learning doesn’t need to be boring and tedious! It can be as fun and exciting as

losing yourself in your favourite game. Here’s how our students and teachers are
making learning fun at BLC:

IMPLEMENTING LEARNING INTO REAL
LIFE:
From utilizing their new IT skills at work to cooking up
tasty meals at home, our students are always implementing everything they learn in class into their real
lives.

PRACTICAL SESSIONS WITH THE LATEST
TECHNOLOGIES:
It’s no surprise that students love practical sessions
more than theoretical classes. It’s just more fun to experience something on your own than to read about
them. So, we’ve doubled down to make practicals even
more entertaining and installed the latest tech in our
practical labs.

CAKE TASTING QUEST IN ACLAND STREET:
Our students recently went on an excursion to St. Kilda
Beach and after an exciting day of touring, they went
on a quest to taste sweet cakes from the cakeshops in
Acland Street.

COOKERY STUDENTS COOKING UP NEW
DISHES:
Our cookery students love to add new twists or should
I say, seasonings to conventional recipes and cook up
new dishes all the time.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Date

Events
- Certificate IV in Accounting and Bookkeeping
- Diploma of Accounting

- Certificate III in Kitchen Management
August 26

- Diploma of Leadership and Management
- Diploma of IT

- Advanced Diploma of Leadership and Management
- Advanced Diploma of IT
September 23

October 17

October 24

October 31

November 1
November 7

- Friday before the AFL Grand Final
- Certificate IV in Accounting and Bookkeeping
- Diploma of Accounting

- Diploma of Leadership and Management
- Diploma of IT
- Advanced Diploma of Leadership and Management
- Advanced Diploma of IT

- Graduate Diploma of Management (Learning)
- Melbourne Cup
- Diploma of Accounting

- Diploma of Leadership and Management

November 14

- Certificate IV in Accounting and Bookkeeping

December 25

- Christmas Day

December 26

- Boxing Day
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‘Get Your Meme
Featured’

Submit your memes at :

k.dicdican@bluelotus.edu.au

WWW.BLUELOTUS.EDU.AU

WAYS TO
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(03)9349 2513

info@bluelotus.edu.au
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